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340KING SHRIMP 

By Leo Young* 

Smoking shrimp is a ' simple process, and the smoked product is so tasty and eye-appealing 
that an assured demand may be expected in spite of the slightly increased cost. 

Long ago, fiah were smoked principally to preserve them for extended periods of time. As 
the process of smoking developed and improved, smokers found that fish and shellfish could 
be smoked lightly for added flavor and color. This discovery was a factor in the develop
ment of specialty products--COIllOlodities whose qualities are improved or whose value is other
wise enhanced by processing. Thus, in addit ion to the use of smoking as a means of preser
vation, its employment has been expanded to add "taste" to fishery products. 

To obtain information which could be made available to smokers, several lots of shrimp 
were smoked at the Fishery Technological Laboratory , College Park, Md., during the summer 
of 1944. Headed shrimp were smoked in the shells, and also after being peeled. Same were 
boiled before smoking, and some were steamed in a retort. Based on the results of these 
experiments , the following process is suggested for c ommercial application. 

1. Remove heads from whole re,w shrimp. 

2. Rinse shrimp in cold running water to remove extraneous matter. 
3. Soak shrimp in 50-degree salometer brine or stronger for 30 to 60 minutes. Brine 

strength and soaking time should be determined by consumer reaction--some people 
prefer salty shrimp; others prefer a mild flavor. 

4. Stea.m or boil the shrimp for 10 to 20 minutes or until they turn pink (pink color 
indicates tha.t t.'-le shrimp are sufficiently cooked). Shrimp may be boiled in 
salted water, and Step 3 eliminated. 

5 . Spt"ead the shrimp on screen-bottom trays. Separate the shrimp so that none touch. 

6. Dry the shrimp in the ollen r oom or in the smokehouse at room temperature (70 to 20-
degree Fahrenheit) until the surfaces are dry to the touch--10 to 30 rn i nu t e s. 

7. Smoke the shrimp fo r about ~O to 90 minutes or until the desired color and fl avor 
are reached. Use oak or hickory sawdust f or the smoke, and keep the temperature 
low--preferably between 70 and 90 degrees Fahrenheit. 

Comments--Smoked shrimp are cooked shrimp which are smoked for addit ional color and 
flavor. Shrimp smoked in the shells retain their flavor and texture, and remain moist-
a desirable condition. When lightly smoked, the shells should have a light reddish-brown 
color and the meats should be sweet with a faint trace of smoke flavor. To satisfy some 
preferences, however, . shrimp may be given longer processing to impart a heavy smoke flavor 
and dark color. 

Drying of the shrimp on the trays should be rapid, if necessary using an air-draft 
created by placing fans in front of the trays. 

~ Formerly Fishery Marketing Specialist, Market DevelOpment Section, Branch of Commercial Fisheries. 
Note: This leaflet supersedes Sep. 109, a reprint from Fishery Market News, September 1945, Pages 2-4. 
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Commercially-manufactured portable .smokehouses may be used (Figures 1 and 2 on page 2) . 
Several types are aVtiilable in wh ich temperature and humidity can be controlled . Trays 

a re used to hold the shrimp (Figur e 3). 

Oak or hickory sawdust should be 
used for smoking because they Lmpart a 
sweet smoke flavor. Other sawdusts may 
be mixe d with oak or hickory, but when 
the ot hers are used alone, they impart 
a sl i ght ly bi tter taste. 

A dense smoke is prefe rred because 
the faster the shrLmp are smoke d the less 
they will dry out, and the yield of the 
finished product will be great er. 

The yield should approxLmate about 
60 percent; that is, 100 pounds of headed green shr imp should yield about 60 pounds of cooke d 
smoked shri!np. 

Shrimp may be sn oked after the shells are removed, but the finished product i s usually 
dry-textured and bitter, and the yield is smaller. 

Smoked shrimp can be stored satisfactorily at temperatures under 400 F. f or 2 to 3 
weeks, depending upon the degree to which the shri mp were smoked. Smoked shr~p are per
ishable and should be refrigerated a t all times. 
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